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Syllabus for First Year 

 

Paper-I 

BASIC HUMAN SCIENCES 
 

A) Basics of Anatomy & Physiology 
 
 

B) Basics of Microbiology, Pathology 
 

C) Basics of Bio-chemistry 
 
 

D) Basics of Sociology, Behavioural Sciences, Anthropology. 

Paper-II 
 
 

 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

A) Physics 
 

B) Chemistry 
 

C) Mathematics 
 

D) English Grammar 
 

Paper-III 

 
A) Hospital Awareness 

 
B) Familiarization of different tables/tubes in surgical department, 

Surgical Awareness, preparation of patient for surgery. 
 

C) Patient related services. 
 

D) Instrumentation Study, Instrument Measurement & Critical Care 
equipment, 
 



 

1st  YEAR  

PAPER-I 

Basics of Anatomy & Physiology 
Basics of Anatomy  
 
1. Introduction to Human Anatomy 

 

2. Cell- Tissues Properties, Different Tissues 
 

3. Digestive System & Hepatobiliary System 
 

4. Respiratory System 
 

5. Cardio Vascular System 
 

6. Lymphatic System 
 

7. Bones and Joints 
 

8. Nervous System 
 

9. Endocrine System 
 

10. Sense Organs 
 

11. Excretory System 
 

12. Reproductive System 
 

Basics of Physiology 

1. Introduction to Human Physiology 
 

2. Blood 
 

3. Cardio Vascular System 
 

4. Lymphoid System 
 

5. Digestive System 
 

6. Respiratory System 
 

7. Nervous System 
 

8. Endocrine System 
 

9. Excretory System 
 

10. Reproductive System 
 

11. Sense Organs 
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Basics of Microbiology & Pathology 

 

I. Introduction to Microbiology in brief 

Definition, 
History 

 
II. Microscopy 

 

a) Principle working and maintenance  of compound Microscope. 
b) Principle of Flourescent microscope, Electron Microscope, Dark Ground 

Microscope. 
 
History 
Types of Microscope: (a) Light Microscope, (b) DGI, (c) Fluroscent, 
                                      (d) Phase contrast. 
 
(e) Electron Microscope : a). Transmision, b) Scanning, Principles of 
operational mechanisms of various types of Microscopes. 
 
 

III. Sterilization and disinfection – classification and Methods of sterilization. 
 
 

Sterilization: Definition, types and principles of sterilization methods:  
 

(a) Heat (dry heat, moist heat with special reference to autoclave, (b) Radiation, 
(c) Filtration, efficiency testing to various sterilizers. 
 
Antiseptics and Disinfectants :  
 

Definition, types and properties, mode of action, uses of various disinfectants, 
precautions while using the disinfectants, qualities of a good disinfectants, testing 
efficiency of various disinfectants.  
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1) Principle and Methods of sterilization by heat 

 

a) By Dry Heat, flaming, Red Heat, Hot air oven, incineration. 
b) By Merit Heat-pasteurization, Inspissation, tyndalisation, autoclave. 

 

2) Filtration Methods 
 

3) Ionising Radiation – Disinfection, Mode of action and uses of important 
chemical disinfections – Phenol and Phenolic  compounds, alcohols, 
halogens, dyes and acids and alkalies. 

 
4) Gaseous Methods of sterilization. 
 

 
IV. Cleaning, drying & Sterilization of Glassware disposal of contaminated material 

i.e. clinical infective material inoculated culture media. Handling and Disposal of 
Biomedical waste. 
 

V. Biomedical waste management in a Microbiology Laboratory : types of the 
waste generated, segregation, treatment, disposal. 
 

VI. Morphology and classification of Bacteria Sp. of cell, capsule, flagella, spore, 
Anaerobic Methods of cultivation of Bacteria. 
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Basics of Pathology 
 

Introduction to Pathology in brief 
 
 

1. Urine – Analysis – Physical Examination – specific gravity PH,  
reaction,  
 

colour. 
 

Chemical Examination – Sugar Albumin, 
 

 bile salts,  
 

bile Pigments etc. 
 

Microscopic,  
 

Sediment for RBC,  
 

WBC,  
 

Epitheleal cells,  
 

casts,  
 

crystals,  
 

parasites. 
 
Preparation of Reagents, procedure and principle of tests. 
 

2. Sputum Analysis – Physical Examination,  
 

Preparation and staining smear for Microscopic Examination. 
 

3. Semen Analysis – Physical Examination Microscopy – counting,  
 

motility,  
 

staining,  
 

Morphology,  
 

abnormal and normal forms. 
 

4. Body Fluids – Differential count of Peritoneal, pericardial, pleural fluids and 
CSF, charging chamber, Identifying and counting the cells. 
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Basics of Bio – Chemistry 

1. Introduction to Basics of Bio-chemistry including code of ethics for Medical Lab 
Technicians and Medical Lab Organization. 
 

2. Reception, Registration and bio-chemical parameters investigated. 
 
3. Glassware and plastic ware used in a bio-chemical laboratory. 
 

a.  Glassware: 
 
1) Types of glass and composition. 

 

2) Types of glassware used, their identification, application & uses. 
 

3) Cleaning, drying, maintenance and storage of glassware. 
 

b. Plastic ware: Brief outline 
 

4. Instrumental methods of Bio-chemical analysis. 
 
a. Colorimetry : 

 

Visual and photoelectric methods, instrumentation, principle & laws 
involved construction, operation, care and maintenance, applications. 
 

b. Spectrophotometry 
 

Principle and theory, types, construction, & applications 
 

5. Basic lab operations like 
 
a. Separation of solids from liquids 

 
1. Centrifugation: Principle, Different types of centrifuges care and 

maintenance, applications. 
 

2. Filtration using funnel. 
 

3. Weighing : Different types of balances used, care and maintenance. 
 

4. Evoporation 
 

5. Distillation 
 

6. Refluxing 
 

7. Drying different salts and dessicotion. 
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6. Water Chemicals and related substances 

a. Purity of chemicals 
b. Corrosives 
c. Hygroscopic Subsatance 

 
7. Prevention, Safety and first aid in lab accidents. 

 
8. Collection of Specimens 

 

a. Blood: Types of Spencimens, Collection, Precations during collection 
processing and preservation. 
 

b. Urine: Types of Specimens, Collection, Precautions during collection, 
Processing and Preservation. 

 

9. Urine biochemical parameters. 
 

10. Units of measurements 
 

11. Solutions : Types based on solute and solvent, Types based on method of 
expressing concentration, calculations. 
 

12. Carbohydrates: Definitions, Biological importance, Acid value, iodine value, 
saponification value. 
 

13. Amino acids and Proteins Definition, Biological importance, Classification, 
Qualitative tests. 
 

14. Diagonistic tests : Blood sugar, Glucose tolerance test, Blood urea, Serumuric 
acid, Serum creatinine. 
 

15. Vitamins and Minerals 
 

a. Vitamins: 
Water Soluble vitamins, Fat Soluble vitamins, Sources, Daily requirements, 
Deficiency diseases. 
 

b. Minerals : 
 
Sources, Daily requirements, Deficiency diseases. 
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SOCIOLOGY 

 
This gives a basic understanding of sociology and its relevance to health. 

a) The concepts of the family as a social unit and the status of the individuals in the 
family.  

b) The dynamics of society and common social problems.  
c) The socio-cultural and economic aspects of the community. 

The Individual: 
 

a) Brief view of human growth and development and the effect of environment on 
childhood, adolescence, adulthood and the aged.  

b) The rights and responsibilities of the individual in a democratic society.  
 

The Family:  
 

a) Family as a social Institution and basic unit for health services.  
b) The families cycle the importance of interdependence of family members and 

basic needs of the family. 
c) Advantages of planned parenthood 

 
The Society: 
 
Definition and Meaning. 

a) Group types, structure, inter-group relationship, group cycle, group behavior. 
Group morale. 

b) Social changes, social control, social satisfaction. 
c) Rural and urban society. 

Social Problems: 
 

(a) unmarried mothers, dowry system, prostitution, drug addiction, alcholism, 
delinquency, and handicapped citizens. 

(b) Social agencies and remedial measures. 
(c) The Community Definition, culture, variations of cultural patterns, languages 

religion, traditions and customs, mode of living, eating housing, marriage. 
 
Economy: 

a) Brief view of natural recourses of the country, industrialization, standards of living 
Social security 

b) Population explosion – its effect on economy and the need for population control. 
c) National Income, Per capita Income and budgeting for a family Health Economics.  
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BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 

 
Physiology 

1. Factors influencing human behaviour 

Heredity environment. 
Basic needs, drives, urges, Habit and Customs affecting Personal 
Early 'earnings, value systems, attitudes, beliefs. 
Personality, self-concept body-mind relationships. 
Care of body – habits clothing, Hygiene, oral Hygiene. 

2. Life stages and behavioural patterns 

Behavioural patter in childhood.  
Behavioural patterns in adolescence.  Behavioural patterns in adults.  
Behavioural patterns in the aged. 

3. Emotions and behavior 

Meaning and importance of emotions. 
Emotions--expression and control; positive and negative emotions;  
emotion and health; specific emotions - fear, anger, love, jealousy,  
stress, illness and behaviour. 
 
4. Defence mechanisms and behaviour  
Purpose of defence mechanisms. Common defence mechanisms       
Adjustment; conflict; frustrations. 
 
5. Social behaviour and interpersonal relations 
Acceptance of the individual; individual difference.  
Appreciation, recognition, approval in social relations.  
Group standards and conformity; behaviour adaptations, maintaining effective 
relationships; self-understanding. 

6. Learning, motivation and change in behaviour .  

Motives; incentives; goals and aspirations; significance of motivation in 
improving health practices; changing attitudes and habits; motivating 
individuals and groups to improve health practice. Conditions of learning; 
methods of learning. 
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Anthropology 
 

Anthropology is the study of humans, past and present. To understand the full sweep 
and complexity of cultures across all of human history, anthropology draws and builds 
upon knowledge from the social and biological sciences as well as the humanities and 
physical sciences. A central concern of anthropologists is the application of knowledge 
to the solution of human problems.  

Sociocultural Anthropology is a study of social patterns and practices across 
cultures, with a special interest in how people live in particular places and how they 
organize, govern, and create meaning. A hallmark of sociocultural anthropology is its 
concern with similarities and differences, both within and among societies, and its 
attention to race, sexuality, class, gender, and nationality. Topics of concern to 
sociocultural anthropology include such areas as health, work, ecology and 
environment, education, agriculture and development, and social change. 

Biological (or Physical) Anthropology Biological anthropology is a study to 
understand how humans adapt to diverse environments, how biological and cultural 
processes work together to shape growth, development and behavior, and what 
causes disease and early death. In addition, they are interested in human biological 
origins, evolution and variation.  

Archaeological Anthropology is a Study of past peoples and cultures, from the 
deepest prehistory to the recent past, through the analysis of material remains, ranging 
from artifacts and evidence of past environments to architecture and landscapes. 
Material evidence, such as pottery, stone tools, animal bone, and remains of 
structures, is examined within the context of theoretical paradigms, to address such 
topics as the formation of social groupings, ideologies, subsistence patterns, and 
interaction with the environment. Like other areas of anthropology, archaeology is a 
comparative discipline; it assumes basic human continuities over time and place, but 
also recognizes that every society is the product of its own particular history and that 
within every society there are commonalities as well as variation. 
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Linguistic Anthropology is the comparative study of ways in which language reflects 
and influences social life. It explores the many ways in which language practices define 
patterns of communication, formulate categories of social identity and group 
membership, organize large-scale cultural beliefs and ideologies,  

Linguistic anthropology shares with anthropology in general a concern to understand 
power, inequality, and social change, particularly as these are constructed and 
represented through language and discourse.  

Anthropology is committed to supporting social change efforts that arise from the 
interaction between community goals and anthropological research. Because the study 
of people, past and present, requires respect for the diversity of individuals, cultures, 
societies, and knowledge systems, anthropologists are expected to adhere to a strong 
code of professional ethics. 

 

Employment 
Anthropologists are employed in a number of different sectors, from colleges and 
universities to government agencies, NGOs, businesses, and health and human 
services. Within the university, they teach undergraduate and graduate anthropology, 
and many offer anthropology courses in other departments and professional schools 
such as business, education, design, and public health.  

Anthropologists contribute significantly to interdisciplinary fields such as international 
studies and ethnic and gender studies, and some work in academic research centers.  

 

Outside the university, anthropologists work in government agencies, private 
businesses, community organizations, museums, independent research institutes, 
service organizations, the media; and others work as independent consultants and 
research staff for agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control, UNESCO, the 
World Health Organization, and the World Bank.  
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PAPER-II 

 
PHYSICS 

 
Units and measurements 

Metric and British system of Units, Conversion Tables. 

Forms of matter with their characteristics application to nursing of: 

— Surface Tension. 
— Capillary Action.  
— Density, Specific Gravity, Principles of Archimedes, etc. 

Mechanics: Equilibrium, centre of gravity and pulleys traction, fraction and principles 
of body mechanics. 

Pressure: Concept of pressure hydrostatic pressure, atmospheric pressure and 
measurements of pressure. 

Heat: Unit of Heat and temperature - Calorimetry, Thermometry, changes; of state-
evaporation, freezing; sterilization, distillation, transmission of heat, Basal Metabolic 
rate and its measurement. 

Reflection and refraction image formation by lens and mirrors, defect's of vision and 
correction, therapeutics uses of light, simple and optical instruments. 

Sound: Its nature, sound waves, sound production and detection, defects of hearing, 
auditory, hearing aids, mitigation of noise, music, resonance, stethoscope etc. 

 

Electricity Magnetism:  

— Nature of electricity and magnetism. 
— Heating, electric, lighting and power.  
— Electro-medical: apparatus, E.E.G., E.C.G., etc., 

Static Electricity, Safety precautions. 

Ionizing Radiation: 

 X-Rays and Radioactive Isotopes, uses and hazards.  
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CHEMISTRY 
    
Physical  and Chemical Changes: 

— Types of Chemical reactions with examples, Inorganic. 
— Combination, decomposition, replacement, Oxidation, reduction 
— Organic addition, substitution, polymerization, oxidation in  the human system. 

Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide: 

— Importance and properties with reference to Physiological system. 
— Application radioactive elements 
— Coding and identification of gas cylinders 

Solutions:  

— True and colloidal, properties of true solutions, colloids, suspensions, their 
application.  

Ionization:  

— Theory, water as an ionizing agent, water and electrolyte balance in the body. 

Osmosis:  

— Osmotic Pressure, Isotonic, Hypertonic and Hypotonic solutions - their 
applications.  

Electrolytes-Inorganic and organic: 

— Acids, bases, salts and buffers - their properties and application. 

 

Elementary Chemistry and Role of Health Workers:  

— Common drugs, natural and synthetic, vitamins, hormones, Nucleic acids and 
nuclear photonic enzymes.  

Elementary Chemistry of:  

— Carbohydrates, fats, proteins, digestion, absorption and metabolism. 
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MATHEMATICS 

(Applicable’ to Public Health) 
 
Units - Fundamental & Derived. 

Measurements: Common balance  

• Different measurements used for liquids. 
• Gaseous etc. 

Mathematic laws with simple definitions as related to Public Health etc. 

Ratio & Sums.  

Various Dimensions etc.  

(Depth/width/circle/Diameter etc) 

 

Number: Calculations, fractions, decimals, and percentages. 

Algebra: Formulas, inequalities, equations, coordinates, graphs and sequences. 

Numbers and Money : Basic fractions, Rounding, Percentages, Ratio, Distance, 
speed and time, Wages, Profit and loss, Hire purchase, 
Interest, Insurance premiums, Foreign exchange. 

Measure and Shape: Time calculations, Area, shapes, Volume and Time, 
Angles, lines, circles Reading & Converting 
measurement units. Measures of average. 
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English Grammar 

THE ENGLISH ALPHABET 

 

In the past, people only talked using sounds. They also used body 
movements. So, they could express themselves only to persons present before them. 
They could not send messages to other places. In due course, writing came to be 
invented. How? 

A different sign/symbol was made for each sound. To begin with, most 
symbols were pictures. Then, came signs in the form of drawings. These signs went 
on changing slowly over thousands of years and finally modem signs came into 
being. 

The English signs have came from Roman signs which were only 23 in 
number. Later on, three signs (J, U, W) were added and their number became 26. 
They are as under: 

 
 

 

A  B   C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K L M N O P Q R  S    T   U  V W X   Y  Z 
 

These   26   signs   used   for   writing Small English are called letters. The 
entire set of 26 letters is called the English alphabet. 

 
 

CAPITALS AND SMALLS 
 

To begin with, English was written in large letters. These letters are 
called capital letters or capitals these days. These capitals were in use for hundreds 
of years till the beginning of the 1500's. 

   

As the writers wrote books with hand, writing was a slow job. But the writers 
wanted to be fast in writing. So, they began to write letters in rounded form. 
Slowly, small letters came into being as they are today. In this way, English letters 
came to have two forms—capital and small. They are as under: 

 

                                     
   CAPITAL      

        
                      

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q RS T U V W X YZ 
 

                                                      SMALL 
 

 a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
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VOWELS AND NON-VOWELS 
 
 

The word—vowel—means having voice. Voice means human sound. How 
is human sound produced? 

 
Human sound is produced in the throat. The throat has a sound-box 

with two loose flaps of skin. 
 
When the breath comes out of the body, the air passes through the 

sound-box. As a result, the loose flaps move to and fro and produce sound. 
 
This sound comes into the mouth and takes shape.  

 
TWO CLASSES OF ENGLISH SOUNDS 

 
When the sound enters the mouth, it is handled by the tongue 

and the lips in two ways: 
 

1. In some cases, they only narrow down the path of the out coming 
breath. But it comes out of the mouth non-stop. It is not blocked 
anywhere inside the throat or the mouth. The sounds thus produced are 
voiced sounds. These sounds form VOWELS. There are five voiced 
sounds in all. We use the symbols a, e, i, o, u for these sounds. 

 
2. In many cases, the lips (or the tongue) stop the out coming breath once 

and then let it pass out.  The sounds produced in this way are unvoiced 
sounds. These sounds form NON-VOWELS. There are 21   such sounds in 
English. They are as under: 

 
b c d  f g h  j k l m n  p q r s t v w x y z. 

 
 

 
So, vowels are sounds that are self-voiced. Non-vowels are sounds that 

are unvoiced. Non-vowels are called consonants also. 
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    USE OF CAPITAL LETTERS 

 
English is written using. small letters (a, b, c, d, e etc.) mostly. Still 

capital letters are also used here and there. Without their proper use, 
the writing remains incorrect. So, we must learn where to use capital 
letters. 

 

Capital letters are used as under:  
 

A. The first letter of each particular name : 
 
 

Ramesh Veena  Leela   Delhi   Gujarat   
           
Ahmad India  Seeta  Quran  Anand Bag 
 
God  Himalayas John  Asia  Indian Ocean   
            
                    

B. The letters I and O when written alone as words   
1. I am a boy but you are a girl. 
2. Help me, O God, out of this trouble. 

 

 
C. The first letter of the first word of a sentence : 

 

1. Asia is the largest continent. 
2. Akbar was a great ruler. 

 

D. The first letter of the first word of each line in poetry : 
 

Not gold but only men can make, 
A nation great and strong; 

 
 
 

E. The first letter of the name of a month, day and festival : 
 

1. Sunday is always a holiday. 
2. I was born in the month of March 
3. The Diwali falls in November. 

 

F. Letters used to write abbreviations  
 

1. MO  :  Money Order 
2. PO   :  Post- Office 
3. S.I.  :  Sub-Inspector 
4. H.M.  :  Head – Master 
5. PTO  :  Please Turn Over 
6. SPO  :  Special Police Officer 
7. SHO  :  Station House Officer 
8. SDO  : Sub- Divisional Officer 
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THE WORD 

 
Sounds are the seeds that combine to form spoken words. Letters 

are the bricks that are used to build up written speech. 

When sounds or letters combine to make spoken or written 
words, to do so to achieve one basic purpose. This purpose is that the 
words to make should be meaningful, not meaningless. 

Suppose we have three letters f, o, x. We can join these three letters in 
six different ways : 

1. fox         2. fxo        3. ofx  

4. oxf        5. xof        6. xfo 

But only one combination—fox—is meaningful. So, fox is a word.  

A word is a group of sounds or letters that has some meaning. 

Clearly, different words have different meanings. Some words 
stand for people, animals and places. Some other words show actions, 
qualities or feelings. For example- 

1. The word—boy—is used for a person. 
2. The word—cat—is used for an animal. 
3. The word—good—states a quality. 
4. The word—read—stands for an action. 
5. The word—hurrah !—stands for a feeling 
 

THE WORD—THE BASIC UNIT 

The word is the basic unit of a language. Words combine to  make 
phrases and sentences. Sentences joined to one another form 
paragraphs and pages of books. Clearly, words do different jobs in speech and 
also in writing. So, a person who wants to master a language must learn a 
good store-house of words of that language. 
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THE SENTENCE 
 
 

We have learnt that letters combine to form words. Each word has so 
meaning. This meaning forms an idea of a person, place, thing, action (feeling, fact 
or quality. But when words are grouped in a proper order they express a complete 
thought. Let us try to understand how it happens. 

 
Observe the following: 
 

1. When we say—Kumar, the idea of a boy is formed in the mind 
 
2. When we say—Milk, the idea of a cup of Milk is formed in the mind. 
 
3. When we say—drinks, the idea of drinking something is formed in the mind. 
 
4. When we speak these three words together a complete thought of a boy, 

named Rama, drinking Milk is formed in the mind. 
 

So, Rama drinks Milk—is a sentence. 
 

 

Remember that the words must be grouped in proper order. If the wore are 
not in proper order, no thought will be formed in the mind. For example – 

 

1. Drinks Milk Rama   
 

2. Tea Milk Rama 
 

3. Tea  Rama drinks    
 

4. Drinks Rama Milk 
 

5. Rama Milk drinks 
 
So, we can define a sentence as under : 

 

A sentence is a group of words set in a proper order to express a 
complete fact or thought ; as— 

 
1. The Earth is round.      (fact) 
2. What is your name?      (question) 
3. Respect your elders.      (advice) 
4. Bring me a glass of water.     (order) 
5. Help me with money, please.     (request) 

 

 

 

 

 

None of these word-groups 

makes a sentence. 
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WORLD - CLASSES 

 
A sentence is group of meaningful words that are written in 

proper order. 
 
Every word in a sentence has its own meaning. The meanings of 

different words add up to form a thought. This thought makes the 
sentence meaningful. Clearly, every word in the sentence does a certain 
job. According to these different jobs of words, they have been grouped 
into nine classes. These nine classes are as under: 

 
1. Words that name persons, places, things etc. 

 
Rama   School    fan 
 

These naming words are called NOUNS.        (Rama, school, fan) 
 

2. Words that are used in place of nouns to avoid their repetition.  
 

I   you   he 
 

                      These friends of nouns are called PRONOUNS.  (I, you, he) 
 

3. Words that show (determine) references regarding nouns. 
 
five mangoes   an ant  those girls  
 

These words are called DETERMINERS.            (some, an, those) 
 

4. Words that point to qualities of nouns. 
 

curly  red    fat   
 
Such words are called ADJECTIVES.     (curly, red, fat) 
 

5. Words that state actions done by nouns and pronouns.   
 

kiss   run  sleep 
 

Such words are called VERBS.              (kiss, run, sleep) 
 
 

6. Words that show manner, time or place etc. of actions. 
 
loudly  there   time (now) 
 
Such words are called ADVERBS.        (loudly, there, now)  
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7. Words that show mutual relations of nouns/ pronouns in a sentence. 
 

On  under   in 
 

Such words are called PREPOSITIONS.    (on, under, in) 
 

8. Words that join words, phrases or sentences together.  
 

and   but  or 
 

Such words are called CONJUNCTIONS.  (and, but, or) 
 

9. Words that are exclaimed suddenly to address others or in emotion.  
 

Ramu !   Hurrah !  Alas ! 
 
 

                 Such words are called  INTERJECTIONS (Ramu !,   Hurrah !, Alas  !) 
 

Thus we see that words fall into nine different classes as under : 
 

1. Nouns 
2. Pronouns 
3. Determiners 
4. Adjectives 
5. Verbs 
6. Adverbs 
7. Prepositions 
8. Conjunctions 
9. Interjections 

 
These nine classes of words are called parts of speech also 
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NOUNS 
 
 

We know that nouns are naming words. They name persons, places, 
things, etc. Let us study them in detail. 

 
 

1. Peter is tall and handsome. 
2. The sun is rising 
3. A pen is to write with. 
4. We all live in India. 
5. Dogs are very faithful. 
6. Who can buy happiness ? 
7. Let us have a race. 
8. What a sweet smell! 
 
In the above sentences— 
 
1. Peter is the name of a person. 
2. the sun is the name of a body in the sky. 
3. pen is the name of a thing 
4. India is the name of a place 
5. Dog is the name of an animal. 
6. happiness is the name of a feeling. 
7. race is the name of an action 
8. smell is the name of a quality 
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PRONOUNS 

 
Nouns are words that name persons, places and things etc. But if we use 

a noun again and again, it will sound boring as well as awkward. Li have an 
example. 

 

Tom is a good boy.  
Tom is 9 years old.  
Tom is my best friend.  
Tom is very good at studies. 
I like Tom very much. 
 

 

All the above sentences are about Tom. So, his name has been repeated 
again and again. But it does not make good English. It sounds boring as well as 
awkward. What is the way-out, then, to avoid this repetition? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tom is a good boy. He is 9 years old. He is my best friend. He is very 
good at studies. I like him very much. 

 

In the above sentences, we used the noun—Tom—only once.  Then we 
used the words—he, him—in place of Tom. 

 
 

 Let us take another example: 
 

Tom     :  Where are you, Prema?  
Prema   :  I am here, Tom.  
Tom      :  Where is my pen ?  

  Prema    :  Here it is in my hand. 
 

 
In this dialogue, you, I have been used for Prema and it for the pen. In 

English, we use some words in place of nouns just to avoid their repetition. These 
words are assistants of nouns. So, they are called PRONOUNS.  

 

A pronoun is a word that is used in place of a noun. Each of these 
pronouns has three other forms also as under: 

 

I  : me, mine, myself 
 
HE  : him, his, himself 
WE  : us, ours, ourselves  
SHE  : her, hers, herself  
YOU  : you, yours, yourself  
IT  : it, itself  
YOU  : you, yours, yourselves 
THEY  : them, theirs, themselves     
          
  THE NUMBER – ONE OR MANY    

 

Nouns and pronouns name persons, places and things etc. Most of 
them can be counted. So, they are called countables. The nouns or pronouns that; 
cannot be counted are called uncountables. 

 
 
 It is quite clear that a countable can be one or more than one. 

Observe the following pictures. 
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THE GENDER – MALE OR FEMALE 

 

1. Masculine gender is the gender of males  : man, king, lion etc. 
2. Feminine gender is the gender of females : woman, queen, lioness etc. 

 

But there are words that do not show any gender. They can be used for 
both males and females : baby, child, doctor, teacher etc. 

 

Such words are called words of common gender. 
Also, there are words for lifeless things which are sexless also.  
Such words indicate neuter gender—chair, chart, wall etc. 

 
1. Masculine Gender :  The words used for males are of masculine gender. 
2. Feminine Gender  :  The words used for females are of feminine gender. 
3. Common Gender :  The words used for both males and females are of   

                                      common  gender. 
 

4. Neuter Gender :   The words used for lifeless, i.e. sexless things are of  
                                      neuter gender. 

 

MASCULINE AND FEMININE GENDERS 

A. Masculine  Feminine 
 

Boy   girls 
Father  mother 
Son   daughter 
Man   woman 
Uncle   aunt 
Actor   actress 
Prince  princess 
He    she 
Bachelor  maid 
Bull   cow   

B. These masculines form their feminines by adding ess : 
giant, heir, host, lion, actor, shepherd, prophet, priest. 
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C. The following words are of Common Gender : 

 

baby,  child,  cousin,  doctor,  enemy,  friend,  monarch,  student, bird, 
thief: orphan, person, pupil, teacher, writer, author, poet, manager, 
speaker. 

 

D. Most lifeless objects are of Neuter Gender:  
chair, table, pen, pencil cot, etc. 
 

E. Natural objects known for their strength or greatness are 
masculine:  
the Sun, Death, Summer, Time, Famine, War, Storm, Flood. 

 

F. Natural objects known for their grace and beauty are feminines : 
the Moon, the Earth, Spring, Nature. 
 

G. Nouns of virtue are feminines : 
love, mercy, charity, hope, justice, truth etc. 

 
H. A ship and a train are treated as feminines : 

 
1. The ship cast her anchor at last. 
2. The train caught her speed in a few minutes. 
 

I. The words—motherland, fatherland—are treated as feminines: 
 
1. I love my motherland. She is the best land of on. 
2. Americans must not forget their fatherland. She is a great land. 
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THE PERSON 
 

1. He is a doctor. 
2. It is a table. 
3. We are real brothers 
4. You are all nurses. 
5. She is a teacher. 
6. They are class-mates. 

 
The sentences given above point to three types of persons as under : 
 
1. The person/persons who speaks/speak …………. (speaker/speakers) 
2. The person/persons who is/are spoken to ………… (hearer/hearers) 
3. The person/persons who is/are different from the above two persons. 

 

(person about whom the speaker and the hearer talk) 
 

So, there are three persons in English Grammar. 
 
1. The person who speaks is called the FIRST PERSON. 
2. The person whom the first person speaks to is the SECOND PERSON. 
3. Each of the other nouns is called the THIRD PERSON. 

 
 

THE FIRST PERSON 

The first person is the person who speaks. 

The words used for the first persons are---- 

                                     I   me   my  mine   myself 

   We   us   our  ours  ourselves 

Out of these ten words. I, me, my, mine, myself are words of the first 
person and of singular number. But we, us, ours. Ourselves are words of the 
first person and of plural number. 
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SECOND PERSON 

The second person is the person who is spoken to. 

The words used for the second person are--- 

                         You you your yours  yourself 

                You you your yours  yourselves 

Out of these you, you, your, yours, yourself are words of the second 
person and of singular number. But you, you, your, yours, yourselves are 
words of the second person and of plural number. 

THIRD PERSON 

 

The third person is the person other than the speaker and the hearer. 

The words used for the third person are--- 

He/she/it him/her/it his/her/hers/its himself/herself/itself 

They  them  their/theirs  themselves 

 

Out of these, the words in the first line are of the third person and of 
singular number. But the words in the second line are of the third person and of 
plural number. 
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DETERMINERS-A, AN 

We know that determiners show (determine) the references regarding 
nouns. These references can be of different types : 

1. Indefinite Reference :   a man  =  any man 
2. Definite Reference  :  the man =  the man stated earlier 
3. General Reference  :  every man =  all men 
4. Particular Reference     :  this man =  a particular man 
5. Possessive Reference :  her man =  her husband 

           
  In the above sentences, a, the, every, this and her are determiners. They 
indicate various types of reference regarding nouns. 

DETERMINERS----A, AN 

Both a, an mean any out of many. So, their reference is not definite. It is 
indefinite as they do not refer/point to definite nouns.       

        

1. a is used before single countable nouns or words that start with a 
non-vowel sound. 
 
             a fan a table    a cow  a bed 
 
             a car  a jug  a toy-gun    a uniform 
 

Out of the eight example given above, the word—uniform---starts with a 
vowel. Why have we used a before it, then? It is because the sound of u in uniform 
is a non-vowel sound like that of y. The word uniform is pronounced yooni-form. 

2. an is used before single nouns or words that start with a vowel 
sound. 

 

an ass  an ant  an eye an egg 

an elephant an apple an owl  an hour 

Out of the eight examples given above, the word—hour—starts with a 
non-vowel. Why have we used an before it, then? It is because, the letter h is silent 
in hour which actually starts with the sound of o. As o is a vowel, so an has been 
used before the word---hour. 
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A, AN WITH ABBREVIATIONS 

As for abbreviations, use of a or an with them has to be done very 
carefully. Study the following examples : 

 

Words       Abbreviations      Words       Abbreviations 

 

Prime Minister  PM    Post-Office         PO 

Station Master SM    Forest Office       FO 

Sub-Inspector SI   Station House Officer   SHO 

Master of Arts MA     General Manager       GM  
           
     

We know that a and an are used considering the sound that starts a 
word, not the letter that starts it. So, it is sometimes confusing when we use it with 
full words and when with their abbreviations.      
   

Example : 

a Station Master  but  an SM 

a Forest Officer  but  an FO 

a Master of Arts  but  an MA 

a Sub-Inspector  but  an SI 

Note that the abbreviations that start with F, H, L, M, N, R, S and X 
always take an before them. 

SOME MORE EXAMPLES 

In some cases, the use of a and an with abbreviations is just otherwise. 
Study the following example : 

a UDC but an Upper Division Clerk 

an LDC but a Lower Division Clerk 

a UT and a Union Territory 
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DETERMINER---THE 

We read about two indefinite determiners—a, an— now we shall read 
about the definite determiner—the. 

 
 

USE OF THE 
 

When we speak of a noun for the first time, we use a/an with it. But 
when we speak of it again, we use the with it ; as- 

 
A farmer lived in a village. The fanner was old and weak. 

 
with nouns already known to the reader ; as- 
 

1. Turn the tap off.         
2. Switch the fan on.  
3. The royal couple will come to the temple. 

 
 

with a noun that stands for its entire class ; as- 
 

1. The horse is a faithful animal. 
2. The lion is the king of the forest. 

 
 

with a unique noun (noun of which there is only one) ; as- 
 

1. The sun is a star nearest the earth. 
2. The moon reflects sunlight as cold light. 
3. The earth is a unique planet. 
4. The sky is endless empty space 

 
with names of books, magazines etc. ; as- 
 

the Bible, the Times of India, the Time 
 

with names of rivers, oceans, mountains ; as- 
 
the Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea, the Yamuna, the Himalayas 
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ADJECTIVES 
Often we have to describe some quality of a noun. It is done by 

adding a suitable word before the noun. Such a word adds to the meaning of the 
noun i.e. states its quality. 

 
 

The cat is a small animal. 
 

She is very fond of cold drinks 
 

Rana Pratap was a brave warrior. 
 

The earth has a round shape. 
 

Jackals are cunning animals. 
  

In these sentences— 
 

 
The word — small — tells a quality of the noun cat. 
 

The word — cold — states the quality of the noun — drinks. 
 

The word — brave — states the quality of bravery of the noun — warrior. 
 

The word — round — states the quality of the noun — shape 
 

The word — cunning — states the quality of the noun— -jackals. 
 

 
The words — big, small, hot, cold, charming, plump, brave, round, 

cunning — add to the meanings of their nouns. In other words, they qualify 
them. So, they are called ADJECTIVES. 

 
An adjective is a word that adds to the meaning of its noun. 
 
NOTE—The word adjective has its d silent. So, it is pronounced ajektiv, 

not adjektiv. 
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                 VERBS 
 
 
We do several actions every day.We also state or read about certain 

facts.Many things happen around us as well. 
 
In English, there are words that are used to show these three things—

actions, facts and happenings. Read   the following examples: 
 
 

ACTIONS 
 

1. Mother is cooking food. 
 
2. The children are watching television. 

 

3. The girl is skipping a rope. 
 

 
FACTS 
 

1. The sun is a hot heavenly body. 
 
2. Mangoes are sweet and juicy. 

 

3. My uncle is a famous doctor. 
 

HAPPENINGS 
 

1. It trained heavily yesterday. 
 
2. He slipped in the mud and fell down. 
 

3. The old man stumbled and fell over. 
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ADVERBS 
 

We have learnt that verbs state actions. Who does not know that action 
may have any of the following features? 

 
1. Time of the action    
2. Place of the action      
3. Manner of the action  
4. Cause of the action   
5. Extent of the action    
6. Result of the action 
   

There are words in English that are used to show these features. 
They add something to the meanings of verbs. So, they are called 
ADVERBS.  

 
 

A. TIME 
 

 
1. We went shopping yesterday. 
2. What time is it now? 
3. We shall go to the movies tomorrow. 
 

The words—yesterday, now, tomorrow—are words of time. They 
add the feature of time to their actions. So, they are ADVERBS OF TIME. 

 
B. PLACE 

 

 
1. The birds flew away. 
2. Sit here, Mohan. 
3. The ball rolled down. 

 
The words—away, here, down—are words of place. They add the 

feature of place to their actions. So, they are ADVERBS OF PLACE. 
 

C. MANNER 
 

 
1. I touched the flower gently. 
2. The man shouted loudly. 
3. The sun is shining brightly. 

 
The words—gently, loudly, brightly—are words of manner. They 

add the feature of manner to their actions. So, they are ADVERBS OF 
MANNER. 

 
An adverb is a word that adds something to the meaning of a verb. 
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PREPOSITIONS 

 
 

Most sentences in English have two or more nouns or pronouns. 
These nouns or pronouns are related to each other in one way or the other. We 
have to use some small words to express these relations. Such words are 
placed before these nouns and pronouns. So, they are called 
PREPOSITIONS. The word—preposition—means a position before something. 
Prepositions link nouns and pronouns with one another. 

 

 
1. The egg is on the hand. 
2. The cat is under the table. 
3. I gave an apple to him. 
4. The pen is in the inkpot. 
5. Cut the apple with a knife. 

 

In these sentences- 
 

1. The word—on—shows the relation between the egg and the hand. 
2. The word—under—shows the relation between the cat and the table. 
3. The word—to—shows the relation between the apple and him. 
4. The word—in—shows the relation between the pen and the inkpot. 
5. The word—with—shows the relation between the apple and the knife 

 
The words—on, under, to, in, with—govern the relations between 

nouns/pronouns used in one and the same .sentence. Such words are called 
PREPOSITIONS.A preposition is a word placed before a noun or pronoun 
to show its relation with some other noun or pronoun in the same 
sentence. Here is a list of some common prepositions: 

 

 
 
 
 

about above across after among before 

behind below beside between by down 

during for from in inside into 

near of on onto out outside 

over round since through to towards

up upon upto with within without 
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CONJUNCTION 

 
 

The word—conjunction—is made up of two parts con + junction. 
Con = together and junction = act of joining 
So, the word—conjunction—means joining together. 
In English, there are words that join together— 

 
(a) Words and word-groups in same sentence. 
(b) Different sentences. 

 
 

 
I have a pen. I have a Pencil. I have a pen and a pencil. 
Anita is tall. Amita is Short. Anita is tall but Amita is short. 
 
He cannot walk. He is old. He cannot walk because he is old. 
Walk fast. We shall be late. Walk fast or we shall be late. 
 
The words-and, but, because, or-join words and sentences together. So, 
They are called CONJUNCTIONS.A conjunction is a word that joints words, 
word-groups or sentences together. Here is a list of common conjunctions: 
 
 
 
And but because however 
If  lest unless otherwise 
Else or still  until/till 
Since yet whether that 
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INTERJECTIONS 

The word—interject—is made up of two parts—inter + ject (eject) Inter 
= in between; eject = throw out 

 
So, the word—interject—means to shout a word suddenly in 

between a normal speech .Observe the following sentences: 
 
1. Hurrah ! daddy has brought toys. 
2. Alas ! my mother is no more. 
3. Bravo ! you have done a wonder. 
4. Oh ! what a high kick ! 
5. Hello ! how are you, Peter ? 

 

In these sentences- 
 
1. The word—Hurrah—shows a sudden feeling of joy. 
2. The word—Alas—shows a sudden feeling of sorrow. 
3. The word—Bravo—shows a sudden feeling of approval/praise. 
4. The word—Oh—marks a sudden feeling of surprise. 
5. The word—Hello—marks a sudden feeling of greeting. 
 

The words in bold type express sudden feelings. They are always 
shouted under the effect of feelings. So, they are called INTERJECTIONS .An 
interjection is a word that expresses, a sudden feeling. 

 
MARK OF EXCLAMATION (!) 
 

An interjection is always followed by a sign (!). This sign is called 
the mark of exclamation. 

 

Remember the following two points. 
 

1. After an interjection and its sign, the sentence starts with a small letter, 
not with a capital letter. See all the five examples given above. 
 

2. But if the mark of exclamation comes at the end of a sentence, the 
next  sentence naturally starts with a capital letter ; as— 
 
What a lovely child ! I feel like taking it into my lap and kiss it. 
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PARSING 

The word—parse—means to describe a word in terms of 
grammar. We have studied all the nine classes of words. We have also studied 
gender, person and number. So, we can easily describe any word of a 
given sentence grammatically. Let us take any example. 

 

Look ! a black bear is moving towards us but quietly. 
 

1. Look !  = is an interjection 
2. a   = is a determiner 
3. black  = is an adjective 
4. bear  = is a singular noun 
5. is moving  = is a verb 
6. towards  = is a preposition 
7. us   = is a pronoun 
8. but   = is a conjunction 
9. quietly  = is an adverb 

 

Parsing is the process of breaking up a sentence into its words and 
describing each word in terms of grammar. 
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCES 

The word—imperative—means urgent. 
 
Clearly, imperative sentences are used when something is to be 

done urgently. These sentences are used to express— 
 

(a) commands or orders  (b) requests or prayers 
(c) advice or instructions  (d) proposals or suggestions 

Observe the following sentences: 
 

1. Be off my eyes at once.    (command) 
2. Help me with some money, sir.   (request) 
3. Serve your parents whole-heartedly   (advice) 
4. Let not anybody come in.    (instruction) 
5. Let us go swimming, friends.    (proposal) 

 
Observe all these sentences carefully. In each of them, the first form of 

the verb has been used. Moreover, imperative sentences are formed for the first 
and the second persons. An imperative sentence is one that states a command, 
request, advice, instruction or proposal. 

 
FIRST-PERSON IMPERATIVES 

 
The first person is the speaker himself/herself, we know. We also follow 

that nobody can advise or command or request or instruct himself/herself. So, 
the first person imperatives are always proposals. For example : 

 
1. Let me check the bill.   2. Let me have tea first. 
3. Let us go boating today.          4. Let us make a bon-fire. 

 
The first person imperative is seldom expressed in the negative form. We 

never say : 
 

1. Let me not look into the mirror. 
2.  Let us not go boating today. 
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 SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVES 

 

This is the commonest and most important form of imperative 
sentence. It is quite easy as well as natural to command, advise, request or instruct 
the person who is standing in front ; for example 

 

1. Get out of the room.      (command) 
2. Always do your duty honestly.     (advice) 
3. Let the water flow for some time.    (instruction) 
4. Let yourself warm up for the job.    (proposal) 
5. Lend me your book, please.     (request) 

 
 
To express a second-person negative in the negative form, we start the 

sentence with never or Do not (Don't) ; as under : 
 

 
1. Do not leave this place till I allow you.    (command) 
2. Never do your duty dishonestly.   (advice) 
3. Don't let the water flow uselessly.   (instruction) 
4. Let not the current stop flowing.   (proposal) 
5. Let not me die of hunger, O God.   (request) 

 
 
As we cannot command, request, advise, instruct or suggest anything 

to a III person (a person who is not present before us), there is no third person 
imperatives. 
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VOCABULARY 

COMMON ERRORS 
 

Nouns-Plural 

Incorrect       Correct 
The goods is lying around   a. The goods are lying around 
We use a compass to draw circles. b. We use compasses to draw circles. 
Where is the scissors?   C. Where are the scissors ? 
This pant is tight for me.   d. These pants are tight for me. 
Keep your surrounding clean.  e. Keep your surroundings clean. 
 
Nouns-Singular 
 

These sceneries are charming.  a. This scenery is charming. 
Mathematics are a tough subject.  b. Mathematics is a tough subject. 
Fruits were served after the meal.  C. Fruit was served after the meal. 
These news are true.   D. This news is true. 
The first innings are over.   E. The first innings is over. 
 
Pronouns 
Yours loving son.    a. Your loving son. 
Your obediently    b. Yours obediently 
Your are taller than me.   c. You are taller than I. 
 

Determiners. 
I am a LDC.     a. I am an LDC. 
I had sound sleep.    b. I had a sound sleep. 
Dog is a faithful animal.   C. The dog is a faithful animal.  
 

Verbs 
He failed in the test.    a. He failed the test. 
Can I come in, Sir ?    b. May I come in, Sir ? 
He wrote me a letter.   C. He wrote a letter to me. 
Prepositions 
 

He lives at Hyderabad.   A. He lives in Hyderabad. 
He lives in Delhi    b. He lives at Delhi. 
C. Let us go to home now.   C. Let us go home now. 
Pour tea in my cup.    D. Pour tea into my cup. 
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Animal      Young-ones 

 

Cow        calf 

Dog        puppy 

Hen        chicken 

Pig        piglet 

Cat        kitten 

Elephant       calf 

Man        baby 

Sheep       lamb 
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PLACES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. bakery a place where bread is made 

2. mill a place where flour is made 

3. studio a place where photos or films are made 

4. mint a place where coins are made 

5.Zoo a place for keeping birds and animals 

6. orchard a place where fruit-trees are grown 

7. granary a place where grain is stored 

8. museum a place where historical things are kept 

 9. garage a place where motor-cars are repaired 

10. theatre a place where dramas are shown 

11. hangar a place where aeroplanes are kept 

12. library a place with books for reading 

13. laboratory a place where experiments are done 

i4. laundry a place where clothes are washed and ironed 

i5. dispensary a place fitted up for making medicines 

16. lavatory a place for washing hands and face 

17. station a place where trains stop 

18. stadium a place where matches are held 

19.arena a place where wrestling-bouts are held 

20. restaurant a place where people lunch for payment 
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MARK THE DIFFERENCE 
 
 

able, capable 
 

Able means having ability in general. But capable means having ability to do a 
particular job. Able persons are respected everywhere. He is quite capable of 
doing this tough job. 
 
air, wind 
 

Air means still air while wind is air in motion. Air is present everywhere. A hot 
wind blows during May and June in India. 
 

born, borne 
 
Both are third forms of the verb—bear. Born is the III form when it ,means to give 
birth but borne is the III form when it means to tolerate .Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru was 
born in 1889. How have you borne this insult? 
 

ceiling, roof 
 
Ceiling is the inner surface of a lintel while roof is the upper one. The ceiling fan 
has gone out of order. Thy boy fell off the roof while flying a kite. 
 

cold, cool 
 

Cold is total absence of warmth while cool is absence of stuffy warmth. It is 
extremely cold today. Let us rest for a while in the cool shade 
 

drown, sink 
 
Drown is used for living things while sink for lifeless things. The ship sank and 
the passengers were drowned. 
 

hear, listen 
 

Hear refers to ordinary hearing while listen denotes attention too. I did not hear 
what you said. Listen to the advice of your father. 
 

home, house 
 

Home means any dwelling—but a house means a building. East or west, home is 
the best. I have bought a new-built house. 
 

ice, snow 
 

Ice is artificially frozen water but snow is naturally frozen vapour. Put some ice 
cubes in the water. Snow falls on high mountains in winter. 
 

idle, lazy 
 
Idle means having no work. But lazy means unwilling to work. An idle man's brain 
is the devil's workshop. Lazy persons are often badly off. 
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invent, discover 
 

Invent means to make a thing that does not exist while discover means to find 
out an unknown things that already exists. America was discovered by 
Columbus. The early man invented the wheel. 
 

keep, place 
 

Keep means to possess while place means to put at a place. You may keep this 
watch. Place the book on the table. 
 

look, see 
Look means to turn eyes to but see means to fix eyes on. Look at the black-
board. We cannot see things clearly in darkness. 
 

mistake, error 
 

Mistake means to take a thing for another but error means an in correction. I 
mistook you for Mohan. Your writing is full of errors. 
 

old, ancient 
 

Old is the opposite of new while ancient is the opposite of modern. He is putting 
on an old shirt. Hastinapur is an ancient town. 
 

refuse, deny 
 

Refuse means to decline to do but deny means to reject a fact. Mahesh refused 
to help me. He denied having stolen my book. 
 

sin, crime 
Sin means an act against religious/social laws while crime means an act against 
the laws of the land. Telling lies is a grave sin. Cheating is a serious crime. 

 

steal, rob 
 
Steal means to take away secretly but rob means to snatch forcibly Who has 
stolen my pen. The trader was robbed on the way 
 
say, tell 
 
Say means to remark while tell means to give details. I do not believe what you 
say. Every old monument tells a story. 
 
war, battle 
 
War is a wide term with many battles in it. Battle is a short conflict. The First 
Battle of Panipat was fought in 1526. World War I lasted from 1914 to 1919. 
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 MEALS 
 

Breakfast :  the first light meal of the day. 
Lunch-eon :  generally called lunch is the mid-day meal. 
Dinner :  big meal towards the evening. 
Supper :  heavy meal late in the night. 
 

PHRASES AND IDIOMS 
 

After all = whatever may be said against  
Children are after all children. 
 
at home in. = well up in 
Sarita is at home in Mathematics. 
 
at sea in = weak in  
 Mohan is at sea in English. 
 
break out = to appear suddenly 
The rains failed and a famine broke out. 
 
call off = to stop 
The doctors have called off their strike. 
 
carry out = obey 
You must carry out the orders of your seniors. 
 
come across == meet suddenly 
While passing through the market, I came across an old friend. 
 
come by = get unexpectedly 
How did you come by this watch ? 
 
deal in = trade 
Mohan's father deals in sugar. 
 

    fall out = quarrel 
Both the friends fell out over a trifle. 
 
fall in love with = start loving 
Salim fell in love with Mehr-ul-Nisa at the first sight. 
 
far and near = from all sides 
People came to see the fair from far and near. 
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far and wide = in all directions  
His fame has spread far and wide. 
 
for good (for ever) = for all time to come  
She has left India for good. 
 
give up = to forgo 
I am ready to give up my share of the property. 
 
give off = emit  
The cooking gas gives off a foul smell. 
 
high time = proper time 
It is high time for you to make up your deficiency. 
 
in time = a little before the fixed time  
You must always reach school in time. 
 
in a body = together 
The students went to the principal in  a body. 
 
off and on = now and then 
I go to see my sister off and on. 
 
on time = just on the fixed time  
The train has arrived on time. 
 
on and on = further and further 
They walked on and on and finally reached a town. 
 
out of sorts = unwell 
I will not go to school today as I am out of sorts. 
 
set in = start 
Summer season sets in about the middle of April. 
 
tell upon = affect badly 
Overwork always tells upon the health. 
 
to and fro = backwards and forwards 
The sentry is walking to and fro at the gate. 
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OCCUPATIONS 
 

1. Actor—a person who acts on the stage 
 

2. Artist—a person who practices a fine art 
 

3. Artisan—a person who practices a craft 
 

4. Author—a person who writes books 
 

5. Banker—a person who lends money on interest 
 

6. Barber—a person who does hair-cuts 
 

7. Broker—a person who acts as a middleman in bargains 
 

8. Butcher—a person who sells us meat 
 

9. Carpenter—a person who works in wood 
 

10. Chauffeur—a person who is a professional driver 
 

11. Chemist—a person who sells medicines 
 

12. Cobbler—a person who mends shoes 
 

13. Conductor—a person who conducts a bus 
 

14. Confectioner—a person who deals in sweets 
 

15. Dentist—a person who cures tooth-diseases 
 

16. Doctor—a person who cures the sick  
 

17. Draper—a person who deals in bed-sheets and curtains 
 

18. Dyer—a person who dyes clothes 
 

19. Florist—a person who sells flowers 
 

20. Fritterer—a person who sells fruit 
 

21. Gardener—a person who looks after a garden 
 

22. General Merchant—a person who deals in several kinds of things 
 

23. Glazier—a person who does glass-work 
 

24. Green Grocer—a person who sells green vegetables 
 

25. Grocer—a person who sells provisions (corns, pulses etc) 
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  SOUNDS OF OBJECTS  
Object  Sound  Object  Sound 

          1. Aero planes zoom 14. Hands clap 

          2. Arms clang 15. Hoofs clatter 
          3. Bells          ring   16. Leaves rustle 

          4. Boots creak                        17. Rain patters 
          5. Bows  twang      18. Engines whistle 

          6. Bugles blow 19. Rifles report 
         7. Coins clink   20. Steam hisses 
         8. Clocks          tick   21. Teeth chatter 
         9. Clouds      thunder        22. A stream bubbles 

         10. Doors bang    23. Trains rumble 

         11. Dishes rattle     24. A wind sighs 

         12. Fire      crackles       25. Wheels rattle 

         13. Guns boom     26. Wings flap 

GREETINGS
Time Meeting Parting 

        Morning  Good morning Good day 

        Noon Good Noon Good day 
       Afternoon Good afternoon Good day 

       Evening or        
night 

Good Evening Good night 
 

WORDS WRITTEN SEPARATE 
       in spite of per cent all right  

       all round up to at least  

       some one no one at most  

WORDS WRITTEN TOGETHER 

        instead already almost  
        Almighty cannot inasmuch  
         wherein although percentage  
          into onto almost  

 

PRACTICALS 

Practical training in Communicable disease clinic. 
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Paper-III 
 

A. Hospital Awareness 
 

A brief idea of hospital as on organization management different units of a 
hospital effective communication skills, communication channel  

 
 Maintenance of records 

Effective leadership 
General patient care 
Medical terminologies 
Vital signs 
Unit preparation 
Transporting & Transferring patients 
Sterilization Techniques 
Control of infection 
Medication – Oral & parenteral 
Admission – Discharge procedure 
Bandages 
 
Practicals : Posted in ward & taught clinically 

A. Surgical Department 
 
Familiarization of different tubes 
 
1. Drainage tube 
2. Post Operative Exercises 
3. Post OP Management of Patient 
4. Shock of Management 
5. Changing Surgical Dressing. 

 
1. Preoperative preparation of patient 
2. Preanesthetic preparation 
3. Assisting in operation 
4. Anaesthesia 
5. CSSD 
1. Recovery room 
2. Movement of papers 
3. Scheduling of theaters 
4. Supplying of articles 
5. Specific area practices 

a. As scrubnurse 
b. As circulating nurse 
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